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THE ENGAGEMENT APPROACH

Groupama AM aims to offer its customers a resolutely active, conviction-based
management approach, with an emphasis on medium to long-term investment,
adaptable to the specificities of the asset classes under consideration.

This conviction-based style of investment management requires a good understanding of the
transformations taking place in our society, prompt and effective identification of risks and
rapid detection of the new opportunities for generating added value.

For Groupama AM, the engagement reflects a desire to fully assume its fiduciary responsibility
as a long-term asset holder as well as a desire to strengthen dialogue with companies on ESG
issues. The engagement is on the one hand a source of value creation and on the other
hand a means of reducing risks.

Groupama AM is thus continually enhancing its responsible investment strategy around
three major areas:

Integration : 

• Integration of 

Shareholders Commitment : 

• Individual engagements

Identification and 
monitoring of ESG Risks: 

environmental, 
social and 
governance (ESG) 
factors into 
investment 
processes and 
decisions via a 
robust research 
methodology. 

• The consideration of 
ESG issues by 
portfolio managers 
in advance of any 
investment decision. 

• Collaborative 
engagements 

Exclusion policy
• Exclusion of 

companies involved in 
controversial weapons 

• Exclusion of 
companies and/or 
instruments domiciled 
in a tax haven

Main ESG Risks List
• Companies with a high 

level of controversy 
• Companies which very 

negative governance 
ratings 
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Since the early 2000s, Groupama AM has
adopted and developed a non-financial
approach.
Today, ESG criteria are integrated in 1/3 of
our assets under management.

The ESG analysis is fully incorporated into the
financial analysis. Each analyst is responsible
for the ESG and financial analysis of their
allocated sectors. This approach is based on a
strong conviction that the ESG and financial
analysis complement one another and allow a
fundamental approach to be established for the
company.

A STRATEGY OF FULL ESG INTEGRATION

The ESG (Environment, Social/Societal
Governance) criteria are considered as leading
indicators of risk analysis as well as of
opportunity with regard to the sectors and
securities used.

The consideration of ESG issues in investment
decisions is pragmatic, based on the
characteristics of each investment process and
the needs of the clients.
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A STRUCTURED POLICY OF 

DIALOGUE AND COMMITMENT

For Groupama AM, shareholder
engagement is a deliberate and
constructive initiative by one or more
investors to demand that identified
companies make real efforts to improve
their ESG practices.

Groupama AM has fully integrated its
engagement approach in its ESG
strategy. Shareholder engagement
constitutes a natural extension of ESG
analysis and the consideration of these
criteria in investment decisions.

The group’s committed approach
focuses on three objectives:

1. Direct and recurrent dialogue with 
issuing companies via: 

• Meetings with the senior management    
of the main European quoted companies

• Engaging with companies concerned by 
controversies. 

1. A stringent voting policy, which has
been in place since 2001, combined
with the possibility of discussing draft
resolutions presented at General
Meetings with the companies.

2. Participation in collaborative 
initiatives:

• Guided by the PRI as part of the • Guided by the PRI as part of the 
collaborative engagement platform

• Shareholders resolutions files



DIALOGUE ON ESG ISSUES

REGULAR MEETINGS WITH COMPANY MANAGEMENT

Analysts regularly attend meetings with company management teams, alone or with the
managers.
As a result of a new organization focused on the global integration of ESG analysis with
financial analysis, ESG topics were discussed at numerous financial meetings. In 2018, during
nearly 70 meetings, 58 companies were met and questioned on these topics by our analysts. A
database keeps track of the meetings and the topics discussed.

ABN AMRO GROUP NV - AEGON -ARABELLA FINANCE -ARGAN-AROUNDTOWN-ATENOR-ATLANTIA-BANCO 

DE SABADELL-BANCO SANTANDER-BANKIA-BFCM-BARCLAYS-BBVA-BNP PARIBAS-BT GROUP-CARMILA-

CNH INDUSTRIAL-RABOBANK-COVIVIO-CREDIT AGRICOLE-DAIMLER-DANSKE BANK-DEUTSCHE WOHNEN-

FAURECIA-FNAC DARTY-GROUPE BPCE-HAMMERSON-HEIDELBERGCEMENT-ICADE-INTESA SANPAOLO-

KBC GROUP-KLEPIERRE-LANXESS-LB BADEN WUERTENBERG-LEGRAND-LLOYDS BANKING-MERCIALYS-

NATIONWIDE-NEOPOST-NOVARTIS-NOVO NORDISK-ORANO-PAPREC-SANTANDER-SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC-

SEB-SEGRO-SOLVAY-SPIE-SUEZ-TERREIS-TOTAL-UNIBAIL RODAMCO WESTFIELD-UNICREDIT-VAN 

LANSCHOT KEMPEN-VEOLIA ENVIONNEMENT-VOLKSWAGEN-VONOVIA

Companies met in 2018 on ESG topics



COMPANIES  CONCERNED  BY 
CONTROVERSIES

A list of companies, identified as « Major
ESG Risks » by the analysts, is regularly
monitored and updated. This list is validated
by a Major ESG Risks Committee, chaired by
the Chief Risk Officer of Groupama AM and
shared with the managers.
Controversies, which affect the companies on
the list, are systematically discussed at
meetings with management. In 2018, among
the companies on this list, 5 were asked
about the management of their controversies.

STRINGENT VOTING POLICY

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) is a key
event enabling companies to communicate
and report to their shareholders; this involves
and requires a high degree of
transparency.
Shareholders’ votes at GMs form an integral
part of the management process It is one of

THE KEY PRINCIPLES OF THE VOTING 
POLICY ARE THEREFORE BASED ON :

1. the fair treatment of all shareholders, i.e.
both majority and minority shareholders

2. the balance of power between
management bodies and supervisory
bodies which must comprise directors
who complement one another and who
are deemed competent, available and
mostly free of conflicts of interest

3. the transparency and equity of

The materialisation of these risks will have a
major impact on the performance of the
company’s assets.

part of the management process. It is one of
the pillars of Groupama AM’s RI strategy,
particularly with regard to
commitment/dialogue with companies on
governance issues.
Compliance with standards of good
governance is a vital prerequisite for the
efficient functioning of governing bodies
geared towards the long-term appreciation of
investments.

Groupama AM believes that the quality of
governance is an early risk indicator:
companies with inadequate governance
are more exposed to operational,
reputational and financial risks.

remuneration for executive corporate
officers: the remuneration of executive
corporate officers must always be
justified and justifiable with regard to
relevant and objective criteria

4. the integrity of the financial and non-
financial information disclosed by the
company

5. the balanced management of equity
capital, i.e. the consistency of financial
policy with regard to industrial strategy

6. the acknowledgement by the company of
its environmental and social
responsibilities towards its stakeholders.

The voting policy is public and can be downloaded from the following address: : 

https://www.groupama-am.com/wp-content/uploads/Politique-de-vote-2019.pdf



DIALOGUE  PRIOR OF AGMS

Groupama AM organises specific
meetings with companies focused on
governance topics ahead of the
Annual General Meetings season.
These meetings are an opportunity to
gain a better understanding of the
reasons and the nature of the draft
resolutions for the General Meeting
and to explain our voting policy.
In 2018, meetings were held with
the following companies: Faurecia,
Lagardère, Total, Teleperformance,
Ubisoft. The discussions covered
a wide range of recurring topics:
balance of power, remuneration
policies, dividend distribution.

RESULTS OF VOTING IN 2018

In 2018, Groupama AM voted at the AGMs
of 251 companies based in the major
European countries (France, Germany, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy,
Spain and Switzerland). In total, Groupama
AM voted 3912 resolutions:

• Total percentage of FOR votes: 81%
• Total percentage of AGAINST votes or

abstentions: 19%
• The highest rejection rate again concerned

resolutions relating to remuneration
policies: 39%. This record rate illustrates
the historical drift in executive
remuneration in a context of widening gaps
in the evolution of average employee
salaries.



Total 

resolutions

approved

Total 

resolutions

rejected/

abstentions

Total 

resolutions

Employee shareholding 61 10 71

Approval of financial statements and 

allocation of profit/loss

608 19 627

Approval of regulated agreements 

(excluding remuneration)

72 38 110

Anti-takeover measures 127 36 163

Statutory changes 144 38 182

Appointment/attendance fees for 

members of the Board of Directors or 

Supervisory Board

1309 187 1496

Breakdown of votes by category of resolution : 

Supervisory Board

Appointment/remuneration of statutory

auditors

161 64 225

Financial operations/mergers 323 119 442

Remuneration of directors and 

employees (excluding employee 

shareholding)

332 216 548

External resolutions (not approved by 

the Board)

24 15 39

Miscellaneous 0 9 9

Total 3161 751 3912

A detailed report on voting statistics can be downloaded from the following address:
https://www.groupama-am.com/en/a-responsible-vision-of-finance/



These initiatives make it possible both to
pool resources and to speak with one voice
to companies. Indeed, the clarity of the
message vis-à-vis management is
reinforced and dialogue is more effective
and constructive when a group of investors
shares the same analysis on ESG issues.
The historic commitment of Groupama AM
is evidenced by the fact that it was one of
the founding signatories of the PRI in
2006. Groupama AM provides annual
public reports on its commitment to the PRI
and in 2018 received the maximum rating
of A+ for its policy of ESG integration.

Groupama AM structured its collaborative
engagement process specifying the two
types of engagements used :

• Commitments made by the PRI 
through the collaborative platform

The various stages of the process are 
specified and accompanied by a specific 
mode of governance : 

• Selection and proposal of commitments
• Validation
• Implementation of the project

Dedicated communication, both externally 
and internally, has been set up, as well as 
mechanisms for selecting and validating 
commitments.

PARTICIPATION IN COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

through the collaborative platform

o 3 new collaborative 
commitments were signed in 
2018

o The Cyber Security 
commitment, initiated in 2017, 
as a « supporting » should be
completed in 2019

• Participation in the submission of 
external resolutions

o participation in the initiative to 
file a resolution at the Essilor 
Luxottica Shareholders’ Meeting



Deployment of our collaborative engagement actions

Action

launch

date

Action

collaborative

Objectif of the commitment Sectors/

Companies

targeted

Duration of

commitment

Function

July 2017 Cyber

security

Risk identification

Governance in place on this subject

Transparency on identified risks and

their management

Sectors; 

consumptio

n, health, 

finance

18 months Supporting

September

2018

Just

Transition on

Climate

Change

Commitment to support an equitable

energy and ecological transition by

integrating human capital and the

social dimension into our investment

strategies or engagement policy

All sectors NA Signing of the

commitment

September

2018

Science

Based Target

Support the work of Phitrust, a

management company whose

CAC40 No limitation Sample letter

sent to2018 Based Target

Initiative

management company whose

investment policy is focused on

Sustainable Finance, which aims to

encourage CAC40 companies to join

the Science Based Target initiative.

Its aim is to work with companies to

improve their transparency on their

greenhouse gas emissions, the

policies put in place to reduce them

and their results, in order to meet the

2°C target.

sent to

companies

prior to the

AGMs

December

2018

Open Letter

to Index

providers on

Controversial

Weapons

Signing of an open letter asking stock

market index providers to exclude

producers of controversial weapons

from the main indexes

Companies

in the

indexes

No limitation Letter sent to

index

providers
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A TARGETED EXCLUSION POLICY AND A 

METHODOLOGY FOR MONITORING 

CONTROVERSIES

AN EXCLUSION POLICY

Groupama Asset Management has been
involved in a working group on
controversial weapons (cluster munitions
and anti-personnel mines) since 2008.
Since May 2009, Groupama AM has
enforced an exclusion policy with regard
to investment in companies involved in
activities linked to such weapons. The full
policy is available at the following
address:
http://www.groupama-am.com/fr/nous-

connaitre/une-gouvernance-

responsable/politique-dexclusion-armes-

controversees/

The list is composed of two subsets :
• Companies having a controversies

rating of 4 or 5 according to
Sustainalytics, after validation by our
internal Research team on the basis of
our own criteria.

• Companies whose governance is rated
“ --” by our analysts, according to our
internal approach. This “double minus”
is a sign of failing governance, on the
three fondamental pillars : fair treatment
of shareholders, control
structure/remuneration and quality of
management.

With each new entry, the analyst

LIST OF MAJOR ESG RISKS

Groupama AM monitors a list of securities
that are identified as comprising
particularly high ESG risks, or the “list
of Major ESG Risks”.
The companies that integrate the list of
Major ESG Risks are the companies for
which the ESG risks could imperil their
economic and financial viability or could
have a significant impact on the value of
the company and of its brand and
therefore cause a major loss of stock
market value or a significant downgrading
by agencies.

determines the exit triggers, which are
systematically reviewed every six
months.
The entry or exit of securities from this list
is validated by a Major ESG Risks
Committee, chaired by the Chief Risk
Officer of Groupama AM.
In the case of the companies monitored by
the Research department and included on
this list, the analysts cannot issue a share
purchase recommendation or a credit
recommendation with positive outlook. An
alert system is set up in the management
tools and a shareholder dialogue is
initiated with the issuers on the list during
meetings with management.
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NOTICE

This document is for information purposes only. Groupama Asset Management and its subsidiaries are not liable for any modification, distortion or forgery of this

document. any unauthorized modification, use or distribution of all or part of this document, by whatsoever means, is prohibited. past performance is not a reliable

indicator of future performance before investing, each investor must read the prospectus or the key investor information document (KIID) of the UCITS. these

documents and other periodical documents can be obtained free of charge on request from Groupama AM or on our website www.groupama-am.com the

information contained in this publication is based on sources that we consider to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy completeness, validity or

relevance. this non-contractual document does not, under any circumstances, constitute a recommendation, request for offers, an offer to buy or sell or an arbitrage

offer, and may in no case be interpreted as such the commercial teams of Groupama Asset Management and its subsidiaries are at your service if you wish a

personal financial recommendation.
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